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Abstract—In this paper, we present wireless credit-based fair
queuing (WCFQ), a new scheduler for wireless packet networks
with provable statistical short- and long-term fairness guarantees.
WCFQ exploits the fact that users contending for the wireless
medium will have different “costs” of transmission depending
on their current channel condition. For example, in systems with
variable coding, a user with a high-quality channel can exploit its
low-cost channel and transmit at a higher data rate. Similarly, a
user in a code-division multiple access system with a high-quality
channel can use a lower transmission power. Thus, WCFQ
provides a mechanism to exploit inherent variations in channel
conditions and select low-cost users in order to increase the
system’s overall performance (e.g., total throughput). However,
opportunistic selection of the best user must be balanced with
fairness considerations. In WCFQ, we use a credit abstraction and
a general “cost function” to address these conflicting objectives.
This provides system operators with the flexibility to achieve
a range of performance behaviors between perfect fairness of
temporal access independent of channel conditions and purely
opportunistic scheduling of the best user without consideration of
fairness. To quantify the system’s fairness characteristics within
this range, we develop an analytical model that provides a statis-
tical fairness bound in terms of the cost function and the statistical
properties of the channel. An extensive set of simulations indicate
that the scheme is able to achieve significant throughput gains
while balancing temporal fairness constraints.

Index Terms—Probabilistic fairness guarantee, scheduling,
weighted fair queuing, wireless networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

A CHIEVING fair bandwidth allocation is an important goal
for future wireless networks and has been a topic of in-

tense recent research [1]–[8]. In particular, in error-prone wire-
less links with a binary channel model (0% or 100% link error,
as considered in [1], [3]–[6], for example), it is impractical to
guarantee identicalthroughputsto each user over short time
scales, yet, over longer time scales, as channel conditions vary,
lagging flows can “catch up” to renormalize each flow’s cumu-
lative service (see [5], for example).

Under a more realistic “continuous” channel model, any user
can transmit at any time, yet users will attain different per-
formance levels (e.g., throughput) and require different system
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resources depending on their current channel condition, phys-
ical proximity to a base station, etc. In general, users can be
viewed as having different “costs” to transmit at each particular
instance. For example, in a system with variable coding, users
with high-quality or low-cost channels would be able to transmit
at higher data rates. In code-division multiple access (CDMA)
systems, low-cost users could reduce their transmission power
for a particular throughput level. Thus, in this case of a contin-
uous channel model, the selection of which user to transmit at
a particular instance has important implications on both overall
system performance (e.g., total throughput) as well as user fair-
ness properties. Hence, the scheduling and medium access al-
gorithms that select the next user to transmit must be designed
to incorporate these effects.

In continuous-channel systems, an alternate view of fairness
is more suitable. In particular, the system should provide fair
temporal access to the medium rather than fair throughput,
i.e., ensure that each user is able to access the medium for a
(weighted) fair share of time. In the simplified binary channel
model, the distinction between temporal and throughput
fairness is inconsequential: Users can access the channel
when they are in an error-free state and cannot otherwise.
However, ensuring temporal rather than throughput fairness
has two advantages in continuous channel systems. First, it
allows the system to exploit the good channel conditions of
high-throughput users without penalty. Second, it provides true
“performance isolation” so that a user with a poor channel
condition cannot reduce the throughput of other users to
arbitrarily low levels while the poor-channel user catches up.

In this paper, we design and analyze wireless credit-based
fair queuing (WCFQ), a scheduler with provable statistical tem-
poral fairness properties over both short- and long-term hori-
zons. Our key technique is to exploit temporal variations in the
“cost” of scheduling different users to opportunistically select
users with greater throughput potential, while also ensuring that
the system’s temporal fairness constraints are satisfied.

In particular, we use the credit abstraction to balance a user’s
cost of accessing a channel with the elapsed time since its prior
transmission. As in previous credit-based scheduling schemes
[9], users attain credits as they wait to be scheduled. However,
rather than select the user with the largest number of credits,
the credit counts are compared with thecostof selecting a par-
ticular user. The cost function reflects the channel quality and
the fact that a user with a high-quality channel can transmit at
a higher throughput or lower resource consumption. Hence, se-
lecting users while they are in low-cost states allows the system
to increase its total efficiency in terms of throughput or total
power consumption. However, to (statistically) ensure fairness,
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users will eventually be scheduled by either obtaining a high-
quality/low-cost channel via fluctuations in channel conditions,
or instead by obtaining sufficient credits to overcome persis-
tently high channel costs.

By considering a general cost function, we provide system
designers with a flexible way to trade off the extent to which
total throughput is valued at the expense of fairness and vice
versa. For example, at one end of the spectrum, a perfect and
deterministically weighted fair schedule can be achieved inde-
pendent of transmission and power costs. At the other end of the
spectrum, the highest throughput or lowest cost user can always
be selected without fairness consideration. In between, WCFQ
balances this tradeoff with controlled and predictable fairness
properties.

To quantify the fairness of the system, we define a prob-
abilistic and time-share fairness index, as opposed to the
traditional deterministic and throughput-share fairness index of
[10]. We then derive an expression for WCFQs fairness index
as a function of a statistical characterization of the channel and
the system’s cost function. In this way, we address the random
nature of the wireless channel, allow the scheduler to exploit
varying channel conditions, and simultaneously ensure that
fairness guaranteesstatistically hold for long- and short-term
periods.

Finally, we perform an extensive set of simulations to evaluate
the performance of WCFQ. To incorporate both mobility and
fast fading, we consider a channel model with both slow- and
fast-time-scale variations in channel quality (and, hence, cost).
We present a set of scheduling “visualizations” that illustrate
WCFQs temporal operation via depictions of channel quality,
accumulated credits, and selected packets as a function of time.
Moreover, we show that by using different cost functions, signif-
icant gains in throughput can be achieved while simultaneously
ensuring different levels of temporal fairness.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion II, we describe the channel model and present a stochastic
fairness index. In Section III, we present the WCFQ service dis-
cipline, analyze its fairness properties, and explore the role of
the cost function as it relates to the fairness guarantees. Next,
we present the simulation experiments and temporal visualiza-
tions in Section IV. Finally, we review related work in Section V
and conclude in Section VI.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND STOCHASTIC FAIRNESS

In this paper, we consider centralized scheduling for a
shared wireless channel that is accessed by multiple users in
a time-division multiple access (TDMA) manner, i.e., at each
time, only one user can transmit over the channel. Furthermore,
there is a central scheduler controlling access to the channel.
Downlink scheduling is realized by the base station, whereas
uplink scheduling uses an additional mechanism such as
polling to collect transmission requests from mobile nodes
and perform centralized uplink scheduling. We assume the
downlink and uplink transmission are separated and do not
interfere with each other. Example systems that satisfy this
requirement are TDMA schemes like General Packet Radio

Service (GPRS) [11] or CDMA schemes that operate in two
distinctive frequency bands.

A. Channel Model

Changing channel conditions are related to three basic
phenomena: fast fading on the order of milliseconds, shadow
fading on the order of tens to hundreds of milliseconds, and
finally, long-time-scale variations due to user mobility. As our
algorithm will exploit the users’ channel conditions in making
the scheduling decision, we consider systems with mechanisms
to make predicted channel conditions available to the base
station. The particular mechanism employed by a system
depends on the communication standard. For example, in high
data rate [12] and universal mobile-telecommunications system
high-speed data packet access (UMTS-HS-DPA) [13], the
underlying physical channel uses explicit channel notification
so that the scheduler has the best possible knowledge about
the channel conditions. In UMTS dedicated channel [14],
there is a logical control channel assigned with every user
that allows a coarse estimation of the channel condition. The
packet extensions GPRS [11] to GSM-TDMA systems offer
various coding schemes to support data transmission over a
wide range of channel conditions. These are typically switched
on a slower timescale, e.g., based on experienced frame error
rates. Regardless, the recently selected coding scheme that
determines the “throughput per radio link control (RLC) block”
can serve as a coarse indicator of the channel condition for
the scheduler. In general, the faster and more precisely the
channel quality can be predicted, the better the scheduler can
incorporate this information into its decision as to which user
to schedule next.

To obtain a scheduling algorithm applicable to the above
class of standards and systems, we generalize the channel
condition into a cost function based on the underlying physical-
layer information. The transmission cost reflects the system
efficiency due to selecting a particular flow. For example, a
user that currently has a poor quality channel will have a high
cost to reflect that scheduling that user immediately would
require increased transmission power or strong forward error
protection that results in lower system utilization. The cost
function is a nonnegative and nondecreasing function of the
channel quality indication. In particular, we denote as
the cost of scheduling useras the th packet transmission, so
that the cost is dynamically updated to reflect changing channel
conditions. In our simulation experiments of Section IV, we
consider channel conditions that range from zero to one, where
zero is the lowest cost or best channel condition.

B. Stochastic Fairness Measure

Our goal is to design a scheduler that can balance the con-
flicting objectives of achieving high overall system performance
and providing weighted fair temporal access to the channel.
Here, we provide a formal definition of statistical fairness to
quantify this constraint.

The proportional fairness index applied in wire-line networks
characterizes the service discrepancy between two flowsand
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over any interval ( ) during which the two flows are contin-
uously backlogged. Normally, a wire-line scheduler guarantees
the proportional fairness index to have a hard upper bound, i.e.,

(1)

where denotes the service in bits that flowreceives
during ( ), denotes the assigned weight for flow, and
the constant may be a function of the flow indexesand .

To design a fair scheduler for wireless networks, we consider
two modifications to this index. First, we require astatistical
fairness index as it provides the scheduler with the flexibility to
exploit short-term channel variations and select users with better
channel conditions. Moreover, it better reflects the randomness
inherent in the wireless system’s channel conditions.

Second, we consider fairness of flows’ channel access
times rather than throughputs. The key motivation for this is
that in wireless networks, users can transmit at different rates
depending on their channel quality. Thus, to normalize through-
puts would require allowing the user with the worst channel
quality to have a disproportionately large share of channel
access time, thereby degrading overall system throughput.
Thus, temporal fairness attains the “isolation” property in
which a user entering a region with a persistently poor channel
condition has a controlled and predictable effect on other
users’ throughputs, whereas to obtain throughput fairness, the
bad-channel user could reduce the throughput of other users to
an unpredictable level.

Hence, to make the distinction between temporal and
throughput fairness, we define as the service intime
that flow receives during ( ). Moreover, to relax the
former fairness guarantee to be a statistical one, we define a
statistical time-access fairness index as

(2)

This index reflects our WCFQ design objective: If a user enters a
region of poor channel quality, we statistically maintain its tem-
poral share of the channel, but do not attempt to normalize all
flows’ cumulative throughputs. Instead, we will show that with
WCFQ, by opportunistically selecting users that are now trans-
mitting on higher rate channels, the system can attain signifi-
cantly higher throughput while maintaining statistical temporal
fairness and performance isolation.

III. STOCHASTIC WIRELESSSCHEDULING

In this section, we first present a new wireless scheduling
discipline termed WCFQ. We then derive an expression for
WCFQs statistical fairness characteristics that allow WCFQ
systems to provide statistically fair channel access guarantees.
Finally, we explore the role of the cost function in enabling net-
work operators to trade stricter fairness for higher throughput
while still maintaining quantifiable fairness characteristics.

A. WCFQ

Our goal in designing a wireless service discipline is to
provide the rigorous fairness guarantees typically associated

TABLE I
SUMMARY OF NOTATION

with wire-line networks, while simultaneously employing
opportunistic scheduling strategies to increase the total system
throughput by selecting users with high-quality channels
when possible. To achieve this, we incorporate users’ channel
conditions into the scheduling decision while also balancing
fairness constraints via the abstraction ofcredits.

In wire-line networks, credit-based fair queuing (CBFQ) was
introduced to achieve the same proportional throughput fairness
as WFQ in a more computationally efficient way [9]. The tech-
nique is to utilize a single status value perflow, termed a credit,
and thereby avoid the per-packettags of WFQ and its variants
[5], [15], [16]. In CBFQ, flows accumulate credits when they are
not scheduled, whereas credits are decremented when the flow
is scheduled. By assigning credits according to the number of
backlogged flows, relative weights, etc., the CBFQ scheduling
decision is simply to select the packet from the head of the queue
with the smallest value of a specially designed function of the
credits, weights, etc.

While WCFQ shares the computational advantages of CBFQ,
our primary use of a credit-based scheme is to incorporate both
the channel condition and fairness into the scheduling decision.
In particular, we define WCFQ as follows. Considerusers
accessing a shared channel with Userhave weight such that
the weight represents User’s targeted temporal share of the
channel. Furthermore, letdenote the index of theth packet
transmitted over the channel. For ease of notation, we assume
WCFQs scheduling decision occurs at the end of a packet trans-
mission epoch such thatcan also be considered to be a time
index for all dynamic parameters including channel conditions.

Let denote the flow that transmits theth packet and let
denote the actual packet transmission time of the head

of line (HOL) packet of flow over the wireless channel when
the th packet’s transmission ends. This time is a function of
the underlying transmission scheme such as the coding scheme,
modulation scheme, and spreading factor in a CDMA network.
Finally, denote as the set of backlogged flows and
as the credit value for flow at time . Notation is summarized
in Table I.

We now define the WCFQ scheduling algorithm by de-
scribing how credits are initially set, how they are used to make
a scheduling decision, how they are increased when a flow is
not scheduled, and how a credit is decreased when a flow is
scheduled. Fig. 1 illustrates the conceptual operation of WCFQ
and the algorithm is described as follows.
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Fig. 1. Conceptual operation of WCFQ.

TABLE II
PSEUDOCODE FORCREDIT UPDATE

When flow enters the system or becomes unbacklogged,
is set to zero. Once the server finishes transmitting packet

, WCFQ will select flow from the backlogged set to
decide the th packet to be served. The key difference
between WCFQ and CBFQ is this session selection criteria;
as with WCFQ, we also incorporate the transmission cost in
order to balance a flow’s cumulated credits with the current
channel condition, thereby balancing system fairness and total
throughput. In particular, if the current transmission cost of a
user is high, the scheduler may postpone its packet transmis-
sion despite its cumulated credits. However, this access delay is
limited as the user will eventually obtain sufficient credits (due
to a lack of being scheduled) to outweigh a poor channel con-
dition. This characteristic is reflected in the following basis for
scheduling decisions, where we apply the cost function in a sum
with the credits. That is, the packet selection criteria is to select
the HOL packet from the flow that satisfies

Following this scheduling decision, all active sessions update
their credits as described via pseudocode in Table II.

This procedure is reasoned as follows. As in previous WFQ
algorithms, unbacklogged flows are idle in the system and their
credits are always set to zero [Table II (c), (e)]. This is reason-
able as fairness is only meaningful for backlogged flows. The
currently scheduled flow decreases its credit count, but unlike

CBFQ not automatically to zero. If the flow’s credit ( )
is larger than its current HOL packet length ( ), it is
only decreased by the length of the selected packet [Table II
(d)]. This allows backlogged flows to cumulate credits over a
longer period so that a flow with persistently poor channel con-
ditions does not instantly lose all of its credits when scheduled.
If, on the other hand, a session is scheduled before its credits
reach the value of the HOL packet, we reset its credit to zero.
Both cases are combined in themaxfunction [Table II (d)]. Fi-
nally, all nonscheduled flows increase their credit counts in a
weighted fair manner. If the selected flow’s credit is larger than
its current HOL packet length, we set this increase to be zero.
Otherwise we proceed as in CBFQ and add the relative share to
the credit, again combined with previous rule using amaxfunc-
tion [Table II (b)].

We make two observations about WCFQ. First, as it is inher-
ited from CBFQ, it does not require per packet tags. Its opera-
tions consist of a flow selection and an update step. For a system
with active flows, the former operation consists of the com-
putation of per-flow operations at cost and
the selection of the flow with the lowest value at cost .
The update requires one addition and one division per flow again
at cost . Thus, WCFQ is computationally feasible in many
wireless systems that have a moderate number of flows per base
station.

Second, note that the design of the decision function Table II
(a), that combines credits and channel functions, requires that
the unit of transmission cost match the unit of packet length.
Selection of the transmission cost function balances fairness
versus the total system throughput, as discussed further in
Section III-C.

B. Fairness Analysis

With WCFQ, we target to fairly allocate the shared channel’s
time slots to sessions according to their weight. To characterize
the statistical fairness property of WCFQ, we derive a statistical
bound on the weighted difference in allocated time slots for any
flows and that are continuously backlogged in ( )

The key idea to derive this statistical fairness property is to char-
acterize the fairness bound as a function of the transmission cost.
Since the transmission cost is a function of the randomly varying
channel conditions, the channel conditions, transmission costs,
and hence, fairness are all characterized statistically.

Before analyzing the fairness of WCFQ, we describe the dif-
ference between the credit counter in WCFQ and CBFQ, as it is
crucial to understand the statistical fairness property of WCFQ.
CBFQ always limits a flow’s credit to be between zero and its
maximum packet length. This allows CBFQ to provide a hard
bound on the weighted fairness index. However, WCFQ allows a
flow to accumulate credits without any hard limit. For example,
WCFQ allows the credit counter to become much larger due to
a user having poor channel conditions for several continuous
scheduling intervals. This distinction provides the flexibility to
dynamically adjust scheduling decisions to channel conditions.
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The analysis is organized as follows. We first show the credit
counter for a flow is upper and lower bounded inLemma 1,
where the upper bound is related to the transmission cost func-
tion. Then, inLemma 2, the received service of a flow during
interval ( ) is expressed as a function of the credit values at

and . We then statistically bound the proportional service
discrepancy of any two flows inTheorem 1.

Lemma 1: For any two flows and , , such that their
accumulated credits and are bounded by

(3)

(4)

where .
To proveLemma 1, we first show that the inequality holds for

an individual flow and then prove that the inequality is synchro-
nized for any two flows.

Proposition 1: For any flow , , such that its accu-
mulated credit count is bounded by

(5)

Proof: Credits are either increased according to operation
(b) in the scheduler specification of Table II, or decreased to no
lower than zero according to operation (d). Thus, .
For the right part of the inequality, the proof is separated into
two cases according to whether or not flowis scheduled after
packet ’s transmission. In each case, there are two subcases
regarding how the credit is updated.

Case 1) .
If , then from (a) we

have

Considering the credit update rule (b), we have

The last step holds because we have limited our
transmission cost to be nonnegative, i.e.,
.
If , then from Step (b),

. For , the proof is the same
as for . This backward process can be done
recursively until a packet when

• flow is not scheduled and
or

• flow is not backlogged when , or
• flow is scheduled which is dealt in Case 2.

Case 2) .
If ,

from Step (c), and Lemma 1 holds.
If , then from Step (d)

we have

(6)

Analogous to Case 1, can be bounded recur-
sively until a packet when

• flow is scheduled and
or

• flow is not backlogged when , or
• flow is not scheduled which is dealt in Case

1.
From Cases 1 and 2, we have , s.t.

UsingProposition1, we can proveLemma 1as follows.
Proof: Notice that for flow , a is selected when either

of the following two conditions is satisfied:

• or
• flow is not backlogged.

The first case is common to every flow. Thus, if this is the situa-
tion for both flow and , Lemma 1holds. If the second situation
is satisfied first for a flow, e.g.,, when packet is trans-
mitting, we must have according to
Proposition 1and, hence, . Therefore, for any
packet , we have . Con-
sidering both cases,Lemma 1holds.

Notice that does not change while packetis being
transmitted. Define if packet is being trans-
mitted at time .

Lemma 2: Assume packets ( ) start
transmitting during time period ( ). For any flow continu-
ously backlogged during ( ), its received service
during ( ) can be expressed as

Proof: If no packet of flow is served during ( ),
. According to Line (b) of the WCFQ scheduling

algorithm, equality holds. If some packet
of flow is served during ( ), there are two cases.

Case 1) if ,1 then, according to Step (b)
of WCFQ, . On the other hand

(7)

1Note that to schedule packetp+1, the decision is being made when packet
p is being transmitted.
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Case 2) If , then according to Step (b)
of the scheduling algorithm,

. On the other hand

(8)

Thus, from (7) and (8),Lemma 2holds.
Theorem 1: For any two flows and continuously back-

logged over any interval ( ), we have the following fairness
guarantee: , s.t.

Proof: If no packets start transmitting during ( ),
Theorem 1holds. Otherwise, fromLemma 2, we have

Therefore, the service discrepancy is given by

Applying Lemma 1, we have that such that

(9)

Therefore, by relaxing the service discrepancy using (9), we
have

If we further assume that the transmission cost is indepen-
dent indentically distributed (i.i.d.) in each time slot, we have
the following corollary. Let the random variable denote the
transmission cost for flow.

Corollary 1: For any two flows and with cost function
and continuously backlogged over any interval ( ), we
have the following fairness guarantee:

Proof: Follows directly fromTheorem 1with the i.i.d.
assumption.

Corollary 1 seems loose when ( ) is small, especially
when is large. A simple way to tighten it is as follows. Notice
that

since is nonnegative for any. Therefore

when

(10)

Therefore,Corollary 1 can be rewritten as follows:

(11)

where is denoted by (10) and is the indication function.
Equation (11) depicts that when ( ) increases, the prob-

abilistic bound regulates the behavior of the scheduler more and
more. However, different from a long-term fairness definition on
the infinite horizon, it is defined on any time interval and thus
much “tighter.”

C. Fairness Guarantees Through Cost Function Design

Having derived the fairness bound in terms of the cost
function distribution, one of the key problems to address is
how network operators should select a proper transmission cost
function. In other words, given the desired statistical fairness
requirements and channel distribution, what transmission cost
function should we define?

As described in Section II, different systems will have dif-
ferent cost functions to translate information from the physical
layer channel conditions. For example, a CDMA system may
use power consumption in the cost function while a time-divi-
sion system may use the coding rate. Given the distribution of
the channel characteristics, we now need to specify the map-
ping from the physical information to the transmission cost to
achieve the desired fairness property. Next, we give an example
of how the transmission cost function can be derived: A similar
methodology can be performed for different cases.
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Denote as a random variable characterizing the channel
condition of User. In order to find the proper transmission cost,
the operator will first specify the desired level of fairness. For
example, for two sessionsand , it may require

to be satisfied for some function . With Corollary 1, this is
achieved if the transmission cost function satisfies

(12)

To simplify, consider the bound

(13)

Therefore, if and have the same distribution, we can fur-
ther simplify the requirement to be

(14)

Thus, based on the distribution of the channel condition, we
can find a function such that by defining .
Inequality (14) is satisfied.

To continue with the example, consider a probabilistic
fairness requirement that decreases rapidly toward zero for
increasing as given by

(15)

Notice that is a tunable parameter to trade off between fair-
ness and system gain (a tradeoff further explored in Section IV).
Assume has a uniform distribution in [0,1]. Then, we can set

(16)

The above example illustrates that by defining different trans-
mission costs, the system can obtain stronger or weaker fairness
guarantees. Intuitively, with larger possible values given to the
transmission cost, the channel quality weighs more heavily into
WCFQs packet selection decision. Consequently, a greater total
system throughput will be achieved at the expense of a looser
fairness constraint.

Most of the time, an analytical model for the users’ channel
condition is not readily available. However, an operator may
have field measurements and an approximation to this distribu-
tion. With the desired fairness objective, the operator can design
a map between the channel condition and cost function. For ex-
ample, Fig. 2 depicts the distribution of the channel condition
(e.g., ) for a typical user and how it can be mapped to the de-
sired cost function derived from the fairness requirement.

Furthermore, with certain selections of cost functions, WCFQ
degenerates into several special wireless and wire-line sched-
ulers. These include the scheduling algorithms based simply on
the binary channel model and the wire-line weighted fair sched-
uler CBFQ. In this sense, WCFQ can be viewed as a generalized

Fig. 2. Mapping channel condition to cost function.

version of wireless schedulers, which stems from its flexible sta-
tistical fairness guarantee.

For example, the cost function can be assigned to be zero or
infinite according to whether the channel quality is above or
below a certain threshold. WCFQ, hence, degrades into a sched-
uler based on the binary model assumption.

One extreme is that the transmission cost is set to zero for
any flow. In this case, the scheduler degenerates to CBFQ and
Theorem 1becomes a hard fairness guarantee. More precisely,
for any , , the following holds:

Therefore, for the special case of , we have that

which is indeed the traditional “deterministic” fairness index
associated with wire-line schedulers.

The alternate extreme is to assign transmission cost functions
to generate infinite discrepancy under different channel condi-
tions. In such cases, the channel cost will dominate any accu-
mulated credit, thus making WCFQ simply select the user with
the best channel without regard to fairness.

IV. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we present an extensive set of simulation ex-
periments to evaluate the performance of WCFQ. We explore
the role of the cost function as a flexible mechanism to trade
off between the astringency of the fairness guarantee and the
total system throughput. We also consider two extreme cases
of WCFQ cost functions as baselines for comparison. The first
is a cost function that is zero, independent of the channel con-
dition. As described in Section III, in this case WCFQ degen-
erates to CBFQ. This scenario can be considered as achieving
perfect fairness of temporal access by alternating service among
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flows, independent of their channel condition. Second, we con-
sider a scheme in which the cost function gives a very heavy
weight to the transmission cost and simply selects the flow with
the best channel condition, independent of the flow’s prior rela-
tive share of temporal access. This scheme, which we refer to as
best channel condition, ignores fairness and maximizes the total
system throughput by always selecting the best possible user. In
both cases, we explore fairness over both short- and long-term
horizons.

A. System Model

To explore the role of the channel conditions on system
throughput and per-user fairness, we consider the following
channel model in which channel condition values range
between zero (good) and one (bad). We consider a number
of scenarios. In the first set of experiments, we consider a
channel model characterized by a random process consisting of
a sinusoid with random phase plus additive noise. That is, the
channel condition for userat time is given by

(17)

where are independent and uniformly distributed in
[0, ] giving the channel conditions statistically independent
phases. Moreover, we consider the frequency of the sinusoid to
also be a random process such that is a Gaussian moving
average process.

The sinusoidal term represents the long time scale effects of
mobility for different mobility speeds and channel time scales

. Since this term is within , represents the range
of the channel effects due to mobility. The additive noise
represents a model of the effects of Rayleigh and Shadow fading
via the conservative assumption of additive white uniform noise
in the range [ ]. For most examples, the range of this
fading effect is , but it is varied for other experiments. This
simple model allows us to study the influence of the experienced
channel on both short- and long-term fairness.

For other experiments, we consider channel models as fol-
lows. Here, we have two static users: User 1 with a consistently
better channel given by and User 2 with a
consistently worse channel given by . Two
mobile users move linearly within [0.2,0.8] and have channel
models and with
the slope computed so that the simulation ends when User 3
reaches mean channel condition 0.8 and User 4 reaches mean
channel condition 0.2. The goal of this model is to address sce-
narios with some users having consistently bad channels, others
consistently good, and others moving between locations of dif-
ferent channel conditions. In all cases, the mean channel con-
dition averaged over all users is 0.5, and the mobility variation
parameter is and the fading variation parameter is.

Furthermore, we consider a channel in which all flows expe-
rience a statistically similar frame error ratio (FER) over time.
This is justified, as in our considered wireless systems, channel
adaptation allows for predictable FER, which allows us to statis-
tically ignore RLC retransmissions. By ignoring retransmission,
our performance analysis relates to the scheduled packets rather
than successfully received packets.

Fig. 3. Visualization of scheduling process.

For simplicity, we consider a traffic model with all flows con-
tinuously backlogged. With the offered load remaining constant,
the achieved fairness is entirely related to the scheduling process
and channel conditions without any variation due to traffic fluc-
tuations. Moreover, the packet size is fixed to one RLC block
fitting exactly one time slot.

Finally, we consider different cost functions as described in
the design example of Section III-C. To analyze a range of cost
functions of channel conditions , we consider the cost func-
tion parameterized by such that .
Thus, by varying in simulations, we investigate the tradeoff
between the extreme case of perfect CBFQ fairness ( )
and best channel-condition scheduling ( ).

B. Visualization of the Scheduling Process

Fig. 3 depicts a temporal visualization of the WCFQ sched-
uling process. As described in Section III, the scheduling deci-
sion in each time slot is based on the flow with the minimum
channel cost function (with smaller values indicating low cost
or high quality) minus accumulated credit. To illustrate the re-
lationship between the channel condition and credits, the figure
depicts the channel condition inverted as the cost function so
that the scheduler can be viewed as selecting the packet with
the maximum of the difference between the two values (accu-
mulated credits and channel condition).
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Each subgraph shows three bar graphs, one for each flow.
Each bar consists of two components: The lower solid bar rep-
resents the accumulated credits, whereas the upper bar the cost
function of the channel condition. When the bar is colored gray,
the flow was not selected by the scheduler during this time slot,
whereas a white bar indicates that this flow was scheduled.

In addition to the bar presentation, the solid line depicts the
channel condition scaled to match the range of the bars. To aid
with visualization, the effect of on the channel condition is
not depicted. Fig. 3(a) shows the system’s behavior for ,
whereas Fig. 3(b) for , to illustrate the role of a factor
of ten in the cost function on scheduling. The flow weights are
given by and so that Flow 3 statistically
obtains twice the temporal share of the channel as Flows 1 and 2.

Fig. 3(a) illustrates that a smaller (less emphasized cost
function) results in WCFQ scheduling the flows more evenly,
thereby achieving more stringent fairness over small time scales.
Alternatively, Fig. 3(b) illustrates that for larger, flows are not
scheduled as periodically so that the overall experienced access
ratios are 7/8/20 rather than 9/8/18 for . The assigned
weights of1 : 1 : 2 arestatistically reflected in both examples,
and the relaxed fairness constraint of results in a total
system throughput gain of approximately 15%.

C. System Throughput

Here, we explore the effect of WCFQ scheduling on total
system throughput, where the throughput at transmission epoch

is given by . The channel conditions are an important
factor, as more widely varying channel conditions provide the
scheduler with increased opportunities to select high throughput
users. We consider the aforementioned four-flow scenario with
various values of and .

First, we study system throughput improvements for various
, the parameter modulating the cost function. Fig. 4(a) shows

the relative throughput gains, whereas Fig. 4(b) depicts the rel-
ative number of access time slots per flow during a simulation
run of 10 000 time slots.

The parameter for short-term channel variation is
and the parameter for mobility is . The left-most bar
represents absolute fairness implemented with CBFQ ( ),
achieving the normalized reference system gain of one. The
right-most bar depicts the best-channel-condition scheduling
policy, i.e., always scheduling the flow with the least-cost
channel without consideration of fairness ( ). The
intermediate bars show WCFQ scheduling withranging
exponentially with the values .

We make three observations about the figures. First, for the
baseline case of CBFQ and , the flows achieve iden-
tical temporal shares of the channel (2500 time slots), but do
not achieve identical throughput due to their different average
channel conditions. For example, the black box at the bottom
represents the throughput of Flow 1, and illustrates that the
static user with the constant best channel condition obtains the
highest throughput, whereas its neighboring box is Flow 2 with
the worst channel condition. Second, the asymmetrical share be-
tween the two mobile users depicted in the upper part of the
bars stems from the fact that the wireless scheduler is more op-
portunistic and for large cost functions allows a longer time in

Fig. 4. Efficiency study for different cost functions:� = 0; 2 ;1.

the future to compensate. Mobile User 3 with the decreasing
channel, therefore, suffers from a reduced share than the up-
permost user with the increasing conditions. Third, while in-
creasing enables higher total throughput, excessive weighting
of the channel condition in the packet selection criteria (e.g., Bar
14, ) has starved Flow 2. Regardless, between these
extremes, a wide range ofs (and, hence, cost functions) yield
an effective tradeoff between throughput gains and fairness.

Next, we study the effects of the channel parameters on
system throughput. We first vary, the range of the uncorre-
lated uniform channel variations, between 0.1 and 0.4, while
keeping . One line in Fig. 5(a) depicts total system
throughput as in the total bar length in Fig. 4(a). It is intuitively
clear that larger channel variations provide the opportunity for
larger throughput gains. Note that the maximum gain using best
channel-condition scheduling increases for the larger channel
variations of 0.4 only marginally from 60% to less than 65%.
The nonlinear shape of the overall gain near through

is partly due to the exponential cost function that
reaches saturation from .

Fig. 5(b) depicts simulations with and decreased dis-
tance between channels via a reduction in the distance spread
value to zero, i.e., all flows have a constant and statistically
identical mean channel, 0.075, 0.15, 0.225, and, finally, 0.3 as
used in the previous example. With smaller, all channel con-
ditions remain close to of 0.5 and there is less room for oppor-
tunistic scheduling. Thus, all values ofobtain similar behavior
for small , whereas with larger values of, higher gains can
be achieved.
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Fig. 5. Throughput gain versus�.

We remark that under channels with different mean, the gain
is a function of the session duration (or in this context, simu-
lation duration), as the bad channel user can eventually catch
up and decrease the gain. This yields the same effect as when

is small and the fairness bound prevents the good channel
user from capturing the channel. For sessions of longer dura-
tion, the same throughput gain can be achieved if a larger
and, hence, increased unfairness, is allowed. Furthermore, in
our simulations, flows are always backlogged, a specialized sce-
nario for ease of studying fairness. If, otherwise, flows are bursty
or ON–OFF, the credit of the flow will be reset to zero once the
flow becomes unbacklogged. This will alleviate the problem of
credit accumulation to a large extent.

D. Dynamics of Fair Scheduling

In Fig. 6, we illustrate the dynamics of WCFQs fairness. We
consider a fixed monitoring window of time slots
and show a subgraph for each flow, depicting fairness in shades
of gray, and the experienced channel conditions as a black line.
The -axis of each graph depicts, which ranges exponentially
in 150 steps for 150 simulations from
perfect temporal fairness ( ) at the top to at the
bottom. Simulations with larger are not shown since the fixed
window allows a maximum of 60 time slots of unfairness per
flow. This window becomes too small for large cost functions
and would require separate experiments with larger monitoring
windows.

As described in the legend to the right of the graph, the back-
ground color depicts the “unfairness” with shades of gray, such
that a darker color indicates higher unfairness. Here, unfairness
is measured in comparison with the baseline CBFQ schedule.
The unfairness value represents the

Fig. 6. Dynamic fairness over� including channel conditions.

absolute lack of experienced scheduled time slotscompared
with the CBFQ reference as monitored within the sliding
monitoring window of 240 time slots. Hence, represents
perfect temporal fairness and higher values (up to a maximum
of 60 time slots) represent increased unfairness over time.

Observe that from simulation 100 downwards on the-axis,
corresponding to , there is significant initial unfairness
for the two Flows 2 and 4 both suffering from poor radio condi-
tions. For larger values, it is visible that it takes a longer time
of 500–1000 time slots for these flows to gain sufficient credits
to obtain fair temporal channel access. This is reflected in the
black slope. After simulation time 600 on the-axis, User 3
moves toward worse conditions and receives less access, hence,
the black shades. Note that User 2, which is static and also suf-
fers from poor channel conditions no worse than User 3, has
cumulated sufficient credits to receive relatively fair service at
this time, even for large cost functions.

E. Comparison With Theoretical Statistical Fairness Bounds

In Section III, we demonstrated that WCFQ provides a sta-
tistical fairness bound for any time interval. To compare the
theoretical bound with simulation results, we fix the mea-
surement window to 20 packet times and measure the service
deviations over nonoverlapping windows and compare the dis-
tribution with the analytical result. Fig. 7 depicts a typical
result for a simulation with two flows having equal weights,
fixed packet lengths, and uniform and uncorrelated channel
conditions generated by using independent uniform distribu-
tion in U(0,1) in each time slot.

The dotted line in Fig. 7(a) depicts the analytical statistical
fairness bound with respect to the service discrepancy for the
above cost function with . Notice that since we employ
the service discrepancy as the-axis, the probability bound
is . The solid line
indicates the probability that the service discrepancy is no less
than . The figure illustrates that the simulation results are well
below the analytical bound, indicating that our analytical result
indeed bounds the statistical distribution of the service discrep-
ancy and that this bound is conservative for this particular case.

The tightness of the general bound is closely related to the
specific channel model. Intuitively, the moredifferentthe chan-
nels are, the tighter the bound is. The reason is that the difference
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Fig. 7. Comparison of analytical and simulation results.

of the channel provides the chance for WCFQ to exploit the
limits of the fairness bound to achieve higher throughput. In
the above simulation setup, the channel conditions are uniform
i.i.d for each time slot. This means that the unfairness will not
be large, even if a scheduler simply selecting the best channel
user is employed. To better explore the tightness of analytical
result, we change the channel conditions to be more heteroge-
nous and long time scale which are generated by triangle waves
with random phases. Fig. 7(b) compares the simulation and an-
alytical results for this setup. It clearly shows that the analytical
bound becomes much tighter in such a scenario. For a particular
channel model, algorithms with tighter bound may be derived
by taking into account the special characteristic of the channels.
The generality of WCFQ unavoidably costs its tightness.

V. RELATED WORK

A number of previous approaches to wireless fair scheduling
are based on the simplified binary channel model [1], [3]–[6].
This model assumes either good or bad channel conditions
ultimately dictating the scheduling decision toneverschedule
a user in a bad state. Important issues for design of such
schedulers include devising compensation strategies to bal-
ance throughputs such that lagging flows can catch up after
previously experiencing bad channel conditions. However,
with adaptive transmission techniques employed in many
commercial systems, any user can transmit at any time, yet with
different performance and costs attained by different users.
Thus, we consider a continuous channel model to exploit this
property.

Other more recent work has also considered continuous
channels and multirate transmission. For example, an adaptive
receiver-based scheme is presented in [17] to allow users to

obtain throughput gains in IEEE 802.11 systems. However,
scheduling and fairness issues are not addressed, so that the
scheme does not attain throughput fairness and has the same
temporal fairness properties as IEEE 802.11. In [18], an adap-
tive algorithm is developed to target different user throughput
ratios. With identical throughput targets, the scheme can
achieve asymptotic throughputfairness,2 whereas WCFQ
achievesshort-term temporalfairness. The objective in [19]
is to develop a continuous channel scheduling scheme that
maximizes system throughput subject to fairness constraints.
While [19], like WCFQ, considers atemporal share model
of fairness, the scheme targets mainly atasymptoticfairness.
Although the authors also have developed a scheduling mecha-
nism to enhance short-term fairness (increasing the chances of
scheduling lagging flows while limiting the chances for leading
flows), it does not quantify the service discrepancy. In contrast,
our objective isprovable probabilistic short-termfairness.

Another area of research on fair scheduling is rooted in the
context ofad hocnetworks. For example, in [20] the authors
address the fairness issue forad hocnetworks in a distributed
environment on the infinite time horizon. However, this kind
of research mainly targets at fairness under spatial reuse and
randomness of the access protocol opposing to our assumption
of centralized control and randomness due to channel condition.

Finally, a set of papers (e.g., [20]–[22]) in the wire-line net-
works and their extensions in the wireless domain (e.g., [23])
have proposed using utility-based mechanism to achieve fair-
ness. Though utility is quite similar to the concept of the cost
function in this paper, their goal of fairness is also asymptotic
and, thus, clearly different from ours.

Thus, while obtaining fair service in wireless networks is
a long standing goal, our work represents the first design of
an opportunistic continuous channel-model scheduler with
provable probabilistic short-term fairness properties. Such
short-term fairness is essential for both delay sensitive applica-
tions that are intolerant to short-term service outages and highly
bursty traffic sources in which the duration of a single burst is
below the time horizon of the long-term fairness guarantee.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper addresses the problem of how to balance fair
channel access with opportunistic scheduling of low-cost users.
We have introduced and analyzed WCFQ, the first wireless
scheduling algorithm that providesshort-termand long-term
statistical fairness guarantees for a continuous channel model.
By considering a general cost function, WCFQ allows system
operators to obtain a range of behaviors ranging from perfect
temporal fairness to purely opportunistic best-user scheduling.
In between, WCFQ provides significant throughput gains while
maintaining provable statistical fairness properties.
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